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This spring, students across the globe transitioned from in-person classes to remote
learning as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. This unprecedented change to
undergraduate education saw institutions adopting multiple online teaching modalities
and instructional platforms. We sought to understand students’ experiences with and
perspectives on those methods of remote instruction in order to inform pedagogical
decisions during the current pandemic and in future development of online courses
and virtual learning experiences. Our survey gathered quantitative and qualitative data
regarding students’ experiences with synchronous and asynchronous methods of
remote learning and specific pedagogical techniques associated with each. A total of
4,789 undergraduate participants representing institutions across 95 countries were
recruited via Instagram. We find that most students prefer synchronous online classes,
and students whose primary mode of remote instruction has been synchronous
report being more engaged and motivated. Our qualitative data show that students
miss the social aspects of learning on campus, and it is possible that synchronous
learning helps to mitigate some feelings of isolation. Students whose synchronous
classes include active-learning techniques (which are inherently more social) report
significantly higher levels of engagement, motivation, enjoyment, and satisfaction
with instruction. Respondents’ recommendations for changes emphasize increased
engagement, interaction, and student participation. We conclude that active-learning
methods, which are known to increase motivation, engagement, and learning in
traditional classrooms, also have a positive impact in the remote-learning environment.
Integrating these elements into online courses will improve the student experience.
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INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically changed the
demographics of online students. Previously, almost all students
engaged in online learning elected the online format, starting
with individual online courses in the mid-1990s through today’s
robust online degree and certificate programs. These students
prioritize convenience, flexibility and ability to work while
studying and are older than traditional college age students
(Harris and Martin, 2012; Levitz, 2016). These students also
find asynchronous elements of a course are more useful than
synchronous elements (Gillingham and Molinari, 2012). In
contrast, students who chose to take courses in-person prioritize
face-to-face instruction and connection with others and skew
considerably younger (Harris and Martin, 2012). This leaves
open the question of whether students who prefer to learn in-
person but are forced to learn remotely will prefer synchronous
or asynchronous methods. One study of student preferences
following a switch to remote learning during the COVID-19
pandemic indicates that students enjoy synchronous over
asynchronous course elements and find them more effective
(Gillis and Krull, 2020). Now that millions of traditional in-
person courses have transitioned online, our survey expands the
data on student preferences and explores if those preferences
align with pedagogical best practices.

An extensive body of research has explored what instructional
methods improve student learning outcomes (Fink. 2013).
Considerable evidence indicates that active-learning or student-
centered approaches result in better learning outcomes than
passive-learning or instructor-centered approaches, both in-
person and online (Freeman et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2018; Davis
et al., 2018). Active-learning approaches include student activities
or discussion in class, whereas passive-learning approaches
emphasize extensive exposition by the instructor (Freeman
et al., 2014). Constructivist learning theories argue that students
must be active participants in creating their own learning,
and that listening to expert explanations is seldom sufficient
to trigger the neurological changes necessary for learning
(Bostock, 1998; Zull, 2002). Some studies conclude that, while
students learn more via active learning, they may report greater
perceptions of their learning and greater enjoyment when passive
approaches are used (Deslauriers et al., 2019). We examine
student perceptions of remote learning experiences in light of
these previous findings.

In this study, we administered a survey focused on
student perceptions of remote learning in late May 2020
through the social media account of @unjadedjade to a
global population of English speaking undergraduate students
representing institutions across 95 countries. We aim to explore
how students were being taught, the relationship between
pedagogical methods and student perceptions of their experience,
and the reasons behind those perceptions. Here we present an
initial analysis of the results and share our data set for further
inquiry. We find that positive student perceptions correlate
with synchronous courses that employ a variety of interactive
pedagogical techniques, and that students overwhelmingly
suggest behavioral and pedagogical changes that increase social

engagement and interaction. We argue that these results support
the importance of active learning in an online environment.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Participant Pool
Students were recruited through the Instagram account
@unjadedjade. This social media platform, run by influencer
Jade Bowler, focuses on education, effective study tips, ethical
lifestyle, and promotes a positive mindset. For this reason, the
audience is presumably academically inclined, and interested
in self-improvement. The survey was posted to her account
and received 10,563 responses within the first 36 h. Here
we analyze the 4,789 of those responses that came from
undergraduates. While we did not collect demographic
or identifying information, we suspect that women are
overrepresented in these data as followers of @unjadedjade
are 80% women. A large minority of respondents were from
the United Kingdom as Jade Bowler is a British influencer.
Specifically, 43.3% of participants attend United Kingdom
institutions, followed by 6.7% attending university in the
Netherlands, 6.1% in Germany, 5.8% in the United States and
4.2% in Australia. Ninety additional countries are represented in
these data (see Supplementary Figure 1).

Survey Design
The purpose of this survey is to learn about students’ instructional
experiences following the transition to remote learning in
the spring of 2020.

This survey was initially created for a student assignment for
the undergraduate course Empirical Analysis at Minerva Schools
at KGI. That version served as a robust pre-test and allowed
for identification of the primary online platforms used, and
the four primary modes of learning: synchronous (live) classes,
recorded lectures and videos, uploaded or emailed materials, and
chat-based communication. We did not adapt any open-ended
questions based on the pre-test survey to avoid biasing the results
and only corrected language in questions for clarity. We used
these data along with an analysis of common practices in online
learning to revise the survey. Our revised survey asked students
to identify the synchronous and asynchronous pedagogical
methods and platforms that they were using for remote learning.
Pedagogical methods were drawn from literature assessing active
and passive teaching strategies in North American institutions
(Fink, 2013; Chen et al., 2018; Davis et al., 2018). Open-ended
questions asked students to describe why they preferred certain
modes of learning and how they could improve their learning
experience. Students also reported on their affective response to
learning and participation using a Likert scale.

The revised survey also asked whether students had
responded to the earlier survey. No significant differences
were found between responses of those answering for the
first and second times (data not shown). See Supplementary
Appendix 1 for survey questions. Survey data was collected from
5/21/20 to 5/23/20.
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Qualitative Coding
We applied a qualitative coding framework adapted from
Gale et al. (2013) to analyze student responses to open-ended
questions. Four researchers read several hundred responses and
noted themes that surfaced. We then developed a list of themes
inductively from the survey data and deductively from the
literature on pedagogical practice (Garrison et al., 1999; Zull,
2002; Fink, 2013; Freeman et al., 2014). The initial codebook was
revised collaboratively based on feedback from researchers after
coding 20–80 qualitative comments each. Before coding their
assigned questions, alignment was examined through coding
of 20 additional responses. Researchers aligned in identifying
the same major themes. Discrepancies in terms identified were
resolved through discussion. Researchers continued to meet
weekly to discuss progress and alignment. The majority of
responses were coded by a single researcher using the final
codebook (Supplementary Table 1). All responses to questions
3 (4,318 responses) and 8 (4,704 responses), and 2,512 of
4,776 responses to question 12 were analyzed. Valence was also
indicated where necessary (i.e., positive or negative discussion of
terms). This paper focuses on the most prevalent themes from our
initial analysis of the qualitative responses. The corresponding
author reviewed codes to ensure consistency and accuracy
of reported data.

Statistical Analysis
The survey included two sets of Likert-scale questions, one
consisting of a set of six statements about students’ perceptions
of their experiences following the transition to remote learning
(Table 1). For each statement, students indicated their level
of agreement with the statement on a five-point scale ranging
from 1 (“Strongly Disagree”) to 5 (“Strongly Agree”). The
second set asked the students to respond to the same set
of statements, but about their retroactive perceptions of their
experiences with in-person instruction before the transition to
remote learning. This set was not the subject of our analysis but
is present in the published survey results. To explore correlations
among student responses, we used CrossCat analysis to calculate
the probability of dependence between Likert-scale responses
(Mansinghka et al., 2016).

Mean values are calculated based on the numerical scores
associated with each response. Measures of statistical significance
for comparisons between different subgroups of respondents
were calculated using a two-sided Mann-Whitney U-test, and

TABLE 1 | Likert-scale questions.

Experience Statements

Enjoyment I enjoy having courses online

Motivation I feel motivated to learn

Satisfaction I feel satisfied with the instruction of my online courses

Engagement My courses are engaging

Distraction I am often distracted when doing coursework/attending
classes

Active participation I often ask questions, comment, and/or join discussions
(either live, in chat or through email).

p-values reported here are based on this test statistic. We report
effect sizes in pairwise comparisons using the common-language
effect size, f, which is the probability that the response from a
random sample from subgroup 1 is greater than the response
from a random sample from subgroup 2. We also examined the
effects of different modes of remote learning and technological
platforms using ordinal logistic regression. With the exception of
the mean values, all of these analyses treat Likert-scale responses
as ordinal-scale, rather than interval-scale data.

RESULTS

Students Prefer Synchronous Class
Sessions
Students were asked to identify their primary mode of learning
given four categories of remote course design that emerged from
the pilot survey and across literature on online teaching: live
(synchronous) classes, recorded lectures and videos, emailed or
uploaded materials, and chats and discussion forums. While
42.7% (n= 2,045) students identified live classes as their primary
mode of learning, 54.6% (n = 2613) students preferred this
mode (Figure 1). Both recorded lectures and live classes were
preferred over uploaded materials (6.22%, n = 298) and chat
(3.36%, n= 161).

In addition to a preference for live classes, students
whose primary mode was synchronous were more likely to
enjoy the class, feel motivated and engaged, be satisfied with
instruction and report higher levels of participation (Table 2
and Supplementary Figure 2). Regardless of primary mode,
over two-thirds of students reported they are often distracted
during remote courses.

Variation in Pedagogical Techniques for
Synchronous Classes Results in More
Positive Perceptions of the Student
Learning Experience
To survey the use of passive vs. active instructional methods,
students reported the pedagogical techniques used in their
live classes. Among the synchronous methods, we identify
three different categories (National Research Council, 2000;
Freeman et al., 2014). Passive methods (P) include lectures,
presentations, and explanation using diagrams, white boards
and/or other media. These methods all rely on instructor delivery
rather than student participation. Our next category represents
active learning through primarily one-on-one interactions (A).
The methods in this group are in-class assessment, question-
and-answer (Q&A), and classroom chat. Group interactions
(F) included classroom discussions and small-group activities.
Given these categories, Mann-Whitney U pairwise comparisons
between the 7 possible combinations and Likert scale responses
about student experience showed that the use of a variety of
methods resulted in higher ratings of experience vs. the use of
a single method whether or not that single method was active or
passive (Table 3). Indeed, students whose classes used methods
from each category (PAF) had higher ratings of enjoyment,
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FIGURE 1 | Actual (A) and preferred (B) primary modes of learning.

TABLE 2 | The effect of synchronous vs. asynchronous primary modes of learning on student perceptions.

Experience Synchronous median (n = 2045) Asynchronous median (n = 2744) Cohen’s d Effect size (f) P-value (p)

Enjoyment 3.0 2.0 0.186 0.554 p < 0.0001

Motivation 2.0 2.0 0.225 0.564 p < 0.0001

Satisfaction 3.0 2.0 0.418 0.614 p < 0.0001

Engagement 3.0 3.0 0.25 0.569 p < 0.0001

Distraction 4.0 4.0 −0.0103 0.505 N.S.

Participation 3.0 2.0 0.365 0.601 p < 0.0001

motivation, and satisfaction with instruction than those who only
chose any single method (p < 0.0001) and also rated higher
rates of participation and engagement compared to students
whose only method was passive (P) or active through one-on-one
interactions (A) (p < 0.00001). Student ratings of distraction were
not significantly different for any comparison. Given that sets
of Likert responses often appeared significant together in these
comparisons, we ran a CrossCat analysis to look at the probability
of dependence across Likert responses. Responses have a high
probability of dependence on each other, limiting what we can
claim about any discrete response (Supplementary Figure 3).

Mann-Whitney U pairwise comparisons were also used to
check if improvement in student experience was associated with
the number of methods used vs. the variety of types of methods.
For every comparison, we found that more methods resulted in
higher scores on all Likert measures except distraction (Table 4).
Even comparison between four or fewer methods and greater
than four methods resulted in a 59% chance that the latter
enjoyed the courses more (p < 0.00001) and 60% chance that they
felt more motivated to learn (p < 0.00001). Students who selected
more than four methods (n= 417) were also 65.1% (p < 0.00001),
62.9% (p < 0.00001) and 64.3% (p < 0.00001) more satisfied
with instruction, engaged, and actively participating, respectfully.
Therefore, there was an overlap between how the number and
variety of methods influenced students’ experiences. Since the
number of techniques per category is 2–3, we cannot fully
disentangle the effect of number vs. variety. Pairwise comparisons
to look at subsets of data with 2–3 methods from a single group

vs. 2–3 methods across groups controlled for this but had low
sample numbers in most groups and resulted in no significant
findings (data not shown). Therefore, from the data we have
in our survey, there seems to be an interdependence between
number and variety of methods on students’ learning experiences.

Variation in Asynchronous Pedagogical
Techniques Results in More Positive
Perceptions of the Student Learning
Experience
Along with synchronous pedagogical methods, students reported
the asynchronous methods that were used for their classes. We
divided these methods into three main categories and conducted
pairwise comparisons. Learning methods include video lectures,
video content, and posted study materials. Interacting methods
include discussion/chat forums, live office hours, and email Q&A
with professors. Testing methods include assignments and exams.
Our results again show the importance of variety in students’
perceptions (Table 5). For example, compared to providing
learning materials only, providing learning materials, interaction,
and testing improved enjoyment (f = 0.546, p < 0.001),
motivation (f = 0.553, p < 0.0001), satisfaction with instruction
(f = 0.596, p < 0.00001), engagement (f = 0.572, p < 0.00001)
and active participation (f = 0.563, p < 0.00001) (row 6).
Similarly, compared to just being interactive with conversations,
the combination of all three methods improved five out of six
indicators, except for distraction in class (row 11).
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TABLE 3 | Comparison of combinations of synchronous methods on student perceptions. Effect size (f).

Comparison Enjoyment Motivation Satisfaction Engagement Distraction Participation

A vs. P 0.522 0.506 0.526 0.54 0.484 0.538

F vs. P 0.498 0.481 0.532 0.585* 0.519 0.63***

PA vs. P 0.548* 0.54 0.587*** 0.58*** 0.518 0.549*

PF vs. P 0.543 0.545 0.602*** 0.622*** 0.505 0.604***

AF vs. P 0.504 0.515 0.582** 0.609*** 0.509 0.621***

PAF vs. P 0.592*** 0.59*** 0.661*** 0.662*** 0.49 0.665***

F vs. A 0.474 0.475 0.508 0.544 0.535 0.539*

PA vs. A 0.527 0.534 0.561 0.537 0.533 0.512

PF vs. A 0.522 0.539 0.574* 0.578* 0.521 0.566

AF vs. A 0.48 0.51 0.556 0.566 0.525 0.585*

PAF vs. A 0.574** 0.586*** 0.636*** 0.619*** 0.505 0.627***

PA vs. F 0.553 0.558 0.551 0.489 0.499 0.418*

PF vs. F 0.548 0.563 0.565 0.529 0.486 0.47

AF vs. F 0.507 0.534 0.547 0.519 0.489 0.494

PAF vs. F 0.6** 0.606*** 0.625*** 0.573 0.472 0.533

PF vs. PA 0.495 0.505 0.512 0.543 0.487 0.554

AF vs. PA 0.452 0.475 0.494 0.531 0.491 0.573*

PAF vs. PA 0.545* 0.552** 0.579*** 0.589*** 0.473 0.615***

AF vs. PF 0.458 0.47 0.481 0.489 0.503 0.522

PAF vs. PF 0.551 0.549 0.57** 0.549 0.485 0.564**

PAF vs. AF 0.597*** 0.576* 0.587** 0.558 0.482 0.538

*p = 0.001, **p = 0.0001, ***p = 0.00001.
P (n = 759), passive methods; A (n = 311), 1-on-1 interactions; F (n = 174), group interactions; PA (n = 835), combination of passive and 1-on-1 interactions; PF
(n = 410), combination of passive and group interactions; AF (n = 235), combination of 1-on-1 interactions and group interactions; PAF (n = 1103), combination of
passive, 1-on-1 interactions, and group interactions.

TABLE 4 | Comparison of the number of synchronous methods on student perceptions. Effect size (f).

Number of methods in class(# of responses) Enjoyment Motivation Satisfaction Engagement Distraction Participation

>1 (2,769) vs.1 (1,093) 0.568*** 0.574*** 0.613*** 0.595*** 0.511 0.597***

>2 (1,744) vs. 1, 2 (2,118) 0.578*** 0.582*** 0.621*** 0.607*** 0.498 0.603***

>3 (934) vs. 1, 2, 3 (2,928) 0.592*** 0.586*** 0.625*** 0.621*** 0.476 0.624***

>4 (417) vs. 1, 2, 3, 4 (3,445) 0.591*** 0.597*** 0.651*** 0.629*** 0.475 0.643***

*p = 0.001, **p = 0.0001, ***p = 0.00001.

Ordinal logistic regression was used to assess the likelihood
that the platforms students used predicted student perceptions
(Supplementary Table 2). Platform choices were based on the
answers to open-ended questions in the pre-test survey. The
synchronous and asynchronous methods used were consistently
more predictive of Likert responses than the specific platforms.
Likewise, distraction continued to be our outlier with no
differences across methods or platforms.

Students Prefer In-Person and
Synchronous Online Learning Largely
Due to Social-Emotional Reasoning
As expected, 86.1% (4,123) of survey participants report a
preference for in-person courses, while 13.9% (666) prefer online
courses. When asked to explain the reasons for their preference,
students who prefer in-person courses most often mention the
importance of social interaction (693 mentions), engagement
(639 mentions), and motivation (440 mentions). These students

are also more likely to mention a preference for a fixed schedule
(185 mentions) vs. a flexible schedule (2 mentions).

In addition to identifying social reasons for their preference
for in-person learning, students’ suggestions for improvements
in online learning focus primarily on increasing interaction and
engagement, with 845 mentions of live classes, 685 mentions
of interaction, 126 calls for increased participation and calls for
changes related to these topics such as, “Smaller teaching groups
for live sessions so that everyone is encouraged to talk as some
people don’t say anything and don’t participate in group work,”
and “Make it less of the professor reading the pdf that was given
to us and more interaction.”

Students who prefer online learning primarily identify
independence and flexibility (214 mentions) and reasons related
to anxiety and discomfort in in-person settings (41 mentions).
Anxiety was only mentioned 12 times in the much larger group
that prefers in-person learning.

The preference for synchronous vs. asynchronous modes of
learning follows similar trends (Table 6). Students who prefer
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TABLE 5 | Comparison of combinations of asynchronous methods on student perceptions. Effect size (f).

Comparison Enjoyment Motivation Satisfaction Engagement Distraction Participation

I vs. L 0.467 0.457 0.463 0.455 0.495 0.482

T vs. L 0.47 0.481 0.446 0.459 0.479 0.466

LI vs. L 0.536 0.525 0.561** 0.539 0.466 0.529

LT vs. L 0.527 0.529 0.534 0.508 0.504 0.563**

IT vs. L 0.492 0.471 0.527 0.51 0.515 0.534

LIT vs. L 0.546* 0.553** 0.596*** 0.572*** 0.496 0.563***

T vs. I 0.502 0.521 0.485 0.506 0.484 0.484

LI vs. I 0.57*** 0.569*** 0.595*** 0.584*** 0.471 0.547

LT vs. I 0.56* 0.572*** 0.568** 0.554* 0.51 0.58***

IT vs. I 0.525 0.513 0.562 0.555 0.521 0.551

LIT vs. I 0.58*** 0.596*** 0.627*** 0.617*** 0.501 0.58***

LI vs. T 0.567 0.544 0.614*** 0.582* 0.486 0.564

LT vs. T 0.557 0.547 0.586* 0.551 0.526 0.599**

IT vs. T 0.522 0.491 0.58 0.55 0.538 0.567

LIT vs. T 0.577* 0.569 0.647*** 0.618*** 0.517 0.598**

LT vs. LI 0.491 0.504 0.472 0.468 0.539 0.535

IT vs. LI 0.456 0.446 0.466 0.47 0.552 0.505

LIT vs. LI 0.511 0.528 0.535 0.534 0.53 0.535

IT vs. LT 0.465 0.442 0.494 0.501 0.511 0.472

LIT vs. LT 0.52 0.524 0.563*** 0.567*** 0.491 0.5

LIT vs. IT 0.555 0.582* 0.568 0.563 0.48 0.528

*p = 0.001, **p = 0.0001, ***p = 0.00001.
L (n = 583), learning methods; I (n = 569), interacting methods; T (n = 166), testing methods; LI (n = 891), combination of learning and interacting methods; LT (n = 638),
combination of learning and testing methods; IT (n = 191), combination of interacting and testing methods; LIT (n = 1685), combination of learning, interacting and testing
methods.

TABLE 6 | Most prevalent themes for students based on their preferred mode of remote learning.

Preferred mode (# of responses) Engagement Interaction Flexibility Fixed schedule Familiarity

Discussion forums/chats (161) 8 70 10 3 2

Live classes (2613) 182 1304 4 241 320

Recorded lectures (1,717) 33 9 1150 0 55

Uploaded or emailed Materials (298) 13 1 150 0 5

live classes mention engagement and interaction most often while
those who prefer recorded lectures mention flexibility.

DISCUSSION

Student Perceptions Align With
Research on Active Learning
The first, and most robust, conclusion is that incorporation of
active-learning methods correlates with more positive student
perceptions of affect and engagement. We can see this clearly
in the substantial differences on a number of measures, where
students whose classes used only passive-learning techniques
reported lower levels of engagement, satisfaction, participation,
and motivation when compared with students whose classes
incorporated at least some active-learning elements. This result
is consistent with prior research on the value of active learning
(Freeman et al., 2014).

Though research shows that student learning improves in
active learning classes, on campus, student perceptions of their
learning, enjoyment, and satisfaction with instruction are often
lower in active-learning courses (Deslauriers et al., 2019). Our
finding that students rate enjoyment and satisfaction with
instruction higher for active learning online suggests that the
preference for passive lectures on campus relies on elements
outside of the lecture itself. That might include the lecture
hall environment, the social physical presence of peers, or
normalization of passive lectures as the expected mode for on-
campus classes. This implies that there may be more buy-in for
active learning online vs. in-person.

A second result from our survey is that student perceptions of
affect and engagement are associated with students experiencing
a greater diversity of learning modalities. We see this in two
different results. First, in addition to the fact that classes that
include active learning outperform classes that rely solely on
passive methods, we find that on all measures besides distraction,
the highest student ratings are associated with a combination of
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active and passive methods. Second, we find that these higher
scores are associated with classes that make use of a larger number
of different methods.

This second result suggests that students benefit from classes
that make use of multiple different techniques, possibly invoking
a combination of passive and active methods. However, it is
unclear from our data whether this effect is associated specifically
with combining active and passive methods, or if it is associated
simply with the use of multiple different methods, irrespective of
whether those methods are active, passive, or some combination.
The problem is that the number of methods used is confounded
with the diversity of methods (e.g., it is impossible for a classroom
using only one method to use both active and passive methods).
In an attempt to address this question, we looked separately at
the effect of number and diversity of methods while holding the
other constant. Across a large number of such comparisons, we
found few statistically significant differences, which may be a
consequence of the fact that each comparison focused on a small
subset of the data.

Thus, our data suggests that using a greater diversity of
learning methods in the classroom may lead to better student
outcomes. This is supported by research on student attention
span which suggests varying delivery after 10–15 min to retain
student’s attention (Bradbury, 2016). It is likely that this is more
relevant for online learning where students report high levels of
distraction across methods, modalities, and platforms. Given that
number and variety are key, and there are few passive learning
methods, we can assume that some combination of methods that
includes active learning improves student experience. However,
it is not clear whether we should predict that this benefit would
come simply from increasing the number of different methods
used, or if there are benefits specific to combining particular
methods. Disentangling these effects would be an interesting
avenue for future research.

Students Value Social Presence in
Remote Learning
Student responses across our open-ended survey questions show
a striking difference in reasons for their preferences compared
with traditional online learners who prefer flexibility (Harris
and Martin, 2012; Levitz, 2016). Students reasons for preferring
in-person classes and synchronous remote classes emphasize
the desire for social interaction and echo the research on the
importance of social presence for learning in online courses.

Short et al. (1976) outlined Social Presence Theory in
depicting students’ perceptions of each other as real in different
means of telecommunications. These ideas translate directly to
questions surrounding online education and pedagogy in regards
to educational design in networked learning where connection
across learners and instructors improves learning outcomes
especially with “Human-Human interaction” (Goodyear, 2002,
2005; Tu, 2002). These ideas play heavily into asynchronous
vs. synchronous learning, where Tu reports students having
positive responses to both synchronous “real-time discussion
in pleasantness, responsiveness and comfort with familiar
topics” and real-time discussions edging out asynchronous

computer-mediated communications in immediate replies and
responsiveness. Tu’s research indicates that students perceive
more interaction with synchronous mediums such as discussions
because of immediacy which enhances social presence and
support the use of active learning techniques (Gunawardena,
1995; Tu, 2002). Thus, verbal immediacy and communities
with face-to-face interactions, such as those in synchronous
learning classrooms, lessen the psychological distance of
communicators online and can simultaneously improve
instructional satisfaction and reported learning (Gunawardena
and Zittle, 1997; Richardson and Swan, 2019; Shea et al., 2019).
While synchronous learning may not be ideal for traditional
online students and a subset of our participants, this research
suggests that non-traditional online learners are more likely to
appreciate the value of social presence.

Social presence also connects to the importance of social
connections in learning. Too often, current systems of education
emphasize course content in narrow ways that fail to embrace the
full humanity of students and instructors (Gay, 2000). With the
COVID-19 pandemic leading to further social isolation for many
students, the importance of social presence in courses, including
live interactions that build social connections with classmates and
with instructors, may be increased.

Limitations of These Data
Our undergraduate data consisted of 4,789 responses from 95
different countries, an unprecedented global scale for research
on online learning. However, since respondents were followers
of @unjadedjade who focuses on learning and wellness, these
respondents may not represent the average student. Biases
in survey responses are often limited by their recruitment
techniques and our bias likely resulted in more robust and
thoughtful responses to free-response questions and may
have influenced the preference for synchronous classes. It is
unlikely that it changed students reporting on remote learning
pedagogical methods since those are out of student control.

Though we surveyed a global population, our design was
rooted in literature assessing pedagogy in North American
institutions. Therefore, our survey may not represent a global
array of teaching practices.

This survey was sent out during the initial phase of emergency
remote learning for most countries. This has two important
implications. First, perceptions of remote learning may be
clouded by complications of the pandemic which has increased
social, mental, and financial stresses globally. Future research
could disaggregate the impact of the pandemic from students’
learning experiences with a more detailed and holistic analysis
of the impact of the pandemic on students.

Second, instructors, students and institutions were not able
to fully prepare for effective remote education in terms of
infrastructure, mentality, curriculum building, and pedagogy.
Therefore, student experiences reflect this emergency transition.
Single-modality courses may correlate with instructors who
lacked the resources or time to learn or integrate more than
one modality. Regardless, the main insights of this research align
well with the science of teaching and learning and can be used
to inform both education during future emergencies and course
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development for online programs that wish to attract traditional
college students.

Global Student Voices Improve Our
Understanding of the Experience of
Emergency Remote Learning
Our survey shows that global student perspectives on remote
learning agree with pedagogical best practices, breaking with
the often-found negative reactions of students to these practices
in traditional classrooms (Shekhar et al., 2020). Our analysis
of open-ended questions and preferences show that a majority
of students prefer pedagogical approaches that promote both
active learning and social interaction. These results can serve as
a guide to instructors as they design online classes, especially for
students whose first choice may be in-person learning. Indeed,
with the near ubiquitous adoption of remote learning during the
COVID-19 pandemic, remote learning may be the default for
colleges during temporary emergencies. This has already been
used at the K-12 level as snow days become virtual learning days
(Aspergren, 2020).

In addition to informing pedagogical decisions, the results
of this survey can be used to inform future research. Although
we survey a global population, our recruitment method selected
for students who are English speakers, likely majority female,
and have an interest in self-improvement. Repeating this study
with a more diverse and representative sample of university
students could improve the generalizability of our findings. While
the use of a variety of pedagogical methods is better than a
single method, more research is needed to determine what the
optimal combinations and implementations are for courses in
different disciplines. Though we identified social presence as the
major trend in student responses, the over 12,000 open-ended
responses from students could be analyzed in greater detail to
gain a more nuanced understanding of student preferences and
suggestions for improvement. Likewise, outliers could shed light
on the diversity of student perspectives that we may encounter
in our own classrooms. Beyond this, our findings can inform
research that collects demographic data and/or measures learning
outcomes to understand the impact of remote learning on
different populations.

Importantly, this paper focuses on a subset of responses
from the full data set which includes 10,563 students from
secondary school, undergraduate, graduate, or professional

school and additional questions about in-person learning.
Our full data set is available here for anyone to download
for continued exploration: https://dataverse.harvard.edu/dataset.
xhtml?persistentId=doi:10.7910/DVN/2TGOPH.
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